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Reviews available to include on your flyer
 
      The wide-ranging scope of this textbook, aimed at new early childhood studies students, is supported by contributions from more than 20 different experts…There is an emphasis on critical thought, as an important part of becoming an effective practitioner. The editors embed this approach with action points accompanying theories, designed to present challenging concepts to the reader. There are also ideas and practice examples to promote discussion, debate and learning…There is also a student voice feature, allowing readers to tap into other students’ views and perspectives.
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      This book will be used throughout level 4 for our Early Childhood Studies students as it covers all essential topics for ECS




  
          Dr Janice Haigh




              


    
      



 


 
      Recommended reading for range of Year 1 modules on BA Early Childhood Studies




  
          Beth Gallagher




              


    
      



 


 
      key core text to support student development




  
          Ms Karen Siddons




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent resource for students, the glossary is extremely useful in ensuring students understand pertinent terminology. A good range of chapters to guide a wide range of students.




  
          Miss Louise Stafford




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is useful for students across all three years of the Early Childhood Studies degree. It contains useful information linked to theory and practice and signposts undergraduates to further relevant reading. I would recommend this to other course leaders.




  
          Dr Gina Sherwood




              


    
      



 


 
      Really useful book that covers a good range of topics. I like the summaries and further reading at the end of each chapter and would definitely recommend this book.




  
          Ms Lucy Helen Anacleto 




              


    
      



 


 
      Opening this book was joy to see that it was written in a language that made it easier for students and staff alike to read. very often text books are written in such a way that it can be easy to switch off from. This was great from start to finish. Relevant and useful chapters making topic work clear and manageable. Each chapter gives an overview and carefully considered topics compliment each section. So pleased to say, I am going to adopt this book and encourage my students to do the same.




  
          Ms lisa oneill
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